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ABSTRACT
We introduce core tangibles: physical interaction elements
which serve common roles across a variety of tangible and
embedded interfaces. We describe two such tangibles: tan-
gible menus and interaction trays. These may be composed
together to dynamically bind discrete and continuous inter-
actors to various digital behaviors. We discuss our approach,
implementation, and early usage experiences.
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INTRODUCTION
Tangible human-computer interaction dates back at least to
the 1976 “Slot Machine” of Perlman, Hillis, and Papert [13].
The three decades between then and now is similar in du-
ration to the time between the earliest graphical interfaces
(e.g., the 1958 SAGE) and the 1984 Apple Macintosh. Graph-
ical interfaces (GUIs) evolved over these decades from iso-
lated, idiosyncratic islands of software and hardware into
ecosystems of diverse applications interlinked by core, con-
sistent sets of operations (e.g., launch/quit, load/save, and
copy/paste). We see this evolution as an important factor in
the Star and Macintosh’s launch of GUIs into ubiquity.

We find lessons here for tangible and embedded interfaces.
We expect these interfaces will be marked by greater diver-
sity than GUIs. Still, we believe both users and develop-
ers would benefit from common subsets of tangibles which
serve common roles and maintain interoperability across di-
verse systems. Users could move between systems with knowl-
edge and expectation of certain common, interoperable oper-
ations and information. Developers could reuse these, focus-
ing on interface aspects specific to their application domain.

Toward this, we are pursuing the idea of core tangibles. Tan-
gibles are the manipulable physical elements of tangible in-
terfaces (TUIs) that serve as representations and controls
for digital information [18]. Core tangibles support opera-
tions common to diverse applications employing tangibles
and other styles of interaction. They complement domain
tangibles (specific to particular application domains).
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Figure 1. Tangible menus and interaction trays: several data and pa-
rameter menu cards are shown with a three-wheeled parameter tray

We introduce two kinds of core tangibles: tangible menus
and interaction trays. Tangible menus are tagged, printed,
structured surfaces of varying size and material, used to rep-
resent and access diverse data, parameters, operations, and
other associations. Interaction trays are devices which in-
tegrate different combinations of interactors (RFID readers,
knobs, LEDs, etc.) with receptacles for tangible menus.

The combination of tangible menus and interaction trays pro-
vides an open-ended means for physically invoking “core
operations” such as opening and closing applications; load-
ing, saving, and navigating data; and adjusting parameters.
This initial palette of operations is similar to commands fa-
miliar from the “file,” “edit,” and “start” menus of GUIs.

We do not intend to physically export the full set of digi-
tal behaviors from GUIs. Rather, our interest is to provide
physical access to a small subset of digital operations which
are common to a wide spectrum of computational activities.
We seek to make these operations accessible from a variety
of physical and social interaction contexts, without forcing
users to change their mode of interaction. For example, we
wish to allow users of a tangible interface to (e.g.) physically
access new applications or data, without needing to switch
to a GUI to complete this operation.

As in [5, 14] et al., we have adopted a hybrid interaction ap-
proach, combining high-resolution “printables;” tagged and
force-feedback graspables; and small and large screens. We
seek to complement and bridge diverse interfaces (TUI, GUI,
VR, et al.) with common, repurposable elements, supporting
broader efforts to grow TUIs beyond isolated point systems.

We begin by describing tangible menus and interaction trays
in greater detail, along with related work. We then describe
our implementation and early usage experiences.



Figure 2. Tangible menus: clockwise from top-left, parameter cards in
card deck; data menus; data menu card; and short data menu

TANGIBLE MENUS
Tangible menus represent a series of digital associations on
a physical surface, indicating these with text, visual, and/or
relief labels (Figures 1-3, 4b, 6b). They are used in composi-
tion with interaction trays and in other interaction contexts.

Tangible menus (t-menus) integrate aspects of graphical and
culinary menus; file dialogs; web pages; phicons [18]; and
the container concept [10]. They may be of varying thick-
ness, and fabricated of diverse materials (e.g., paper, wood,
plastic). They may be single- or double-sided, and used indi-
vidually or as multiples in decks or books. They may also be
diversly tagged, including RFIDs and front or rear barcodes.

Several tangible menus are pictured in Figure 1, 4b, and 6b.
Each couples a paper label with an RFID tag inside a clear
plastic holder. This is reminiscent of CD-ROM caddies, sug-
gesting holder-free versions are also possible. The examples
illustrate menus containing data; operations; and parameters.

Tangible menus are spatially partitioned according to a con-
sistent format, within which many visual and physical vari-
ations are possible. This partitioning supports the represen-
tation of diverse aggregates of information, including data,
parameters, operations, applications, people, and places.

Our tangible menus are based on an RFID-tagged, printed
surface which is divided into two kinds of elements: con-
tent cells and supporting graphics. Content cells are fixed-
dimension regions which can be linked to one or multiple
associations. These regions each typically include an icon or
thumbnail image, and one or more lines of descriptive text,
all describing the contents of each cell. Supporting graph-
ics include headers, footers, and other information indicating
the menu’s function, authorship, history, etc.

We currently use tangible menus of three standard sizes1.
Our menu cards are the size of playing cards, and are divided
into up to four content cells. We also use a standard menu of
double height and width, with up to 16 content cells per side;

1normal menus, 5”x7”; short menus, 5”x3.5”; menu cards,
2.5”x3.5”. These are common US media formats. In other regions,
other common (metric) dimensions might be more appropriate.

Figure 3. Several tangible menus and interaction trays. From top right:
application tray; param tray w/ two param cards; menu tray w/ short menu

and a short menu with up to eight content cells. Each format
brings tradeoffs in real estate, footprint, composability, etc.

We hope tangible menus may be useful within many tangi-
ble and embedded interaction contexts. These systems will
likely employ diverse tangibles. Still, analogous to the way
the menu bar is present in all Macintosh applications, an
ability to access some form of tangible menus from many
physical contexts and applications could hold substantial value.
Decks of standard menus are possible. Variations on interac-
tion trays could be used, or tangible menus could be touched
directly (e.g., with capacitive sensing or computer vision).

INTERACTION TRAYS
To access the digital contents of tangible menus, we use t-
menus in composition with other interaction elements. We
call our first such family of devices interaction trays (Fig-
ure 3). The “tray” term was first used in an HCI context by
Fitzmaurice et al. in [7]; we continue and extend its use.

Interaction trays are interaction devices which compose a
changing palette of tangible menus with complementary phys-
ical interactors (e.g., buttons, knobs, and integrated displays).
Interaction trays typically provide controls for accessing the
contents of tangible menus. In turn, some tangible menus
are coupled to behavior which rebinds the functions of inter-
action tray controls (e.g., knobs or sliders).

Interaction trays integrate aspects of GUI windows, widgets,
and controls. Some applications can be serviced by a single
tray (or one per user). Other applications may require multi-
ple trays, potentially complemented by (e.g.) PDAs, speech,
gesture, or other interaction modalities. We have chosen let-
ter size (8.5”x11”) and A4 as basic footprints, allowing us to
leverage pre-existing binders, boxes, bookshelves, etc.

We have implemented three interaction trays: a menu tray;
a parameter tray; and an application tray for a microscopy
application (Figure 3). We believe the menu and parameter
trays can be useful within many TEI applications. The ap-
plication tray is more specific. While potentially useful for
other simple media applications, it also illustrates prospects
for other application- and domain-specific trays.

menu tray: The menu tray (Figure 3) has a well2 which ac-
comodates either one normal menu; two short menus; or four

2The 2006 Apple HIG introduces the GUI image well as “a drag-
and-drop target for an icon or picture” [1]. We use “menu well” to
describe physical receptacles serving similar purposes for t-menus.



menu cards. The menu well is flanked by selection buttons
and side-illuminating LEDs, placed adjacent to the t-menus’
content cells. Menu tray buttons can be associated with vary-
ing semantics, as a function of both tangible menu contents
and the associated application. One variation is mapping
button press events to simple “invocation” of the adjoining
menu content cell (e.g., playing an associated video). Al-
ternately, one menu well could be mapped to “save” and a
second to “load;” or a second menu could be used to specify
the operation. Other mappings are also possible.

parameter tray: Our current param(eter) tray has two wells
for menu cards, and three actuated knobs (Figures 1, 3).
Each menu card holds up to four sets of knob mappings.
With this approach, selection of a content cell maps all three
knobs to the specified mappings (Figure 4b). As a concrete
example, in a scientific visualization application now under
development, three param card t-menus are viewpoint con-
trols; scalar viz ops; and vector viz ops. For instance, with
the viewpoint t-menu, the first cell maps the tray’s knobs
to translation in X, Y, and Z (Figure 4b). The remaining
cells bind rotational, temporal, and zooming operations to
the knobs. The haptic knobs support parameter-specific force
feedback, and also help mediate collaborative use (where
multiple users may simultaneously access a parameter).

application tray: We have also implemented an appli-
cation tray supporting image capture and playback by sev-
eral kinds of microscopes (handheld and scanning electron).
This tray integrates elements of the menu and parameter trays.
It is made in a different size and of different materials, partly
corresponding to a different intended audience (K-12 stu-
dents, in contrast with the current university end-users of the
other trays). Nonetheless, it uses the same general menu
cards (albeit often with different visual style; see Figure 2).

RELATED WORK
We have been influenced by many systems. Tangible menus
draw from the cards of the 1976 Slot Machine [13], and
build on extensive work with paper-based tangibles (e.g.,
[11, 12, 16]). They also build upon other recent card-based
research [3, 4, 17], while adding a structured visual format
with multiple subelements per card. The idea of file and edit
menus for physical spaces has been discussed in [6], albeit
there in the context of mobile telephone and PDA interac-
tion. Interaction trays build on the tray of Bricks [7] and the
Magic Book [2], along with other more recent work [14].

IMPLEMENTATION
Tangible menus and interaction trays could be implemented
in many different ways. The menus and trays could each be
tagged (whether with RFIDs or optical codes), and tracked
on instrumented workbenches, tables, or walls with RFID-
or vision-based infrastructures. They could also be imple-
mented with existing tangible toolkits (e.g., [8, 9]); or with
custom ad-hoc electronics. From a physical design perspec-
tive, tangible menus and interaction trays could take quite
different physical forms while serving similar ends.

Our implementation of core tangibles has been shaped by
several objectives. We wished to deploy 10-20 interaction
tray prototypes at moderate unit cost. We sought to struc-

Figure 4. a) Interaction tray implementation; b) param card example

ture these prototypes in a way that maximizes our ability to
incrementally, economically evolve these prototypes. Also,
while our initial interaction trays are fairly general-purpose
devices, we wished to follow an approach supporting the cre-
ation of diverse, task/domain-specific tangible interfaces.

These goals have lead us to pursue an approach based on
an evolving toolkit of “blades” and “tiles” [15] (Figure 4a).
This choice has resulted in unusual flexibility for rapidly
evolving and customizing our prototypes as we gain usage
experience. For example, we initially designed our hardware
around menu cards. When we decided to introduce short and
regular menus, less than two hours of electronics alteration
and one line of firmware modification was required. Simi-
larly, our example application tray uses the same underlying
hardware as the menu and parameter trays, despite its differ-
ent physical form. While our current interaction trays sup-
port relatively simple interactions, our architecture scales to
support far more ambitious interfaces – e.g., integrating hun-
dreds of LEDs, motors, and RFID sensing points.

For the housings of interaction trays, we use a desktop 25-
watt laser cutter. For tangible menus, we have re-purposed
clear baseball card boxes and picture sleeves, with laser-cut
RFID holder inserts. For printing tangible menus, we use
inkjet, dyesub, and thermo-rewrite printers.

The utility of these interaction devices is deeply dependent
on their supporting software. We have completed a num-
ber of early software prototypes, and are working to develop
these further. In the medium term, we envision a core op-
erations API which might allow tabletop applications to ac-
cept bindings from diverse interaction modalities in a uni-
form way for operations like load, save, copy, and paste.
The input retargeting work of [5] provides a valuable step
in this direction. This work was oriented at legacy GUI ap-
plications; we suspect additional evolution will be necessary
to support the design of new applications.

EARLY USAGE EXPERIENCES
As pilot uses, we have employed our core tangibles in a num-
ber of contexts. Our most frequent usage has been in support
of remote collaborative visualization. Some of these have
been among scientists and graduate students (e.g., Figure 5);
others have involved child users (Figure 6). Other pilot uses
have included video conferencing support; interactive kiosks
at museums, conferences, and open houses; laboratory use
supporting visualization segmentation; and interaction con-
soles for handheld and scanning electron microscopes.



Figure 5. Co-located and distributed users collaboratively manipulate a
visualization application in an AccessGrid meeting room. Four interaction
trays (two local, two remote) are used with tangible menus to load and save
data, manipulate parameters, etc.

Figure 6. Child users engaging in distributed, collaborative interaction
a) with two children in another state, collaboratively loading and manipu-
lating several scientific datasets; b) one of several menu cards used.

We have chosen a technically challenging path for imple-
menting interactions trays, with hopes this may pay divi-
dends in supporting wider tangible development and deploy-
ment efforts. As such, while we have realized working pro-
totypes in each of the above contexts, our software is just
beginning to reach a stage supporting production use.

Our tangibles have seemed to lower the threshold for manip-
ulating complex software applications by diverse user pop-
ulations. At the same time, where graphical interfaces are
familiar to most users, our tangibles introduce new interac-
tion styles which must be learned. This learning step (even if
modest) must be accounted for. Also, in our work with child
users, we have observed distinctions between play and com-
prehension. Learning how to optimize these interactions,
and understanding their limitations, will require more work.

The example applications illustrated in Figures 5 and 6 com-
bine core tangibles with graphical displays. We have also ex-
plicitly designed core tangibles for use as elements of other
TUI, augmented and virtual reality, and other interactive sys-
tems such as [2–4, 7, 11–14, 19], as well as in new systems.

CONCLUSION
We have introduced the concept of core tangibles. This has
been supported with two instances: tangible menus and in-
teraction trays. We have described several variations of each,
including tangible menus in regular, short, and card form;
and menu, parameter, and application trays.

We have gained early use experiences in scientific visualiza-

tion, video conferencing, and media manipulation contexts,
with input from scientist, student, and child users. Having
stabilized our electronics, mechanics, and firmware, our ef-
forts now concentrate on development of supporting soft-
ware, and deploying and evaluating our tangibles over ex-
tended use. We are planning to release our implementations
as open-source hardware and software, in hopes of stimu-
lating development and adoption of interoperating tangibles,
and engaging a broader community of users and developers.
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